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Abstract

Atomic force microscopy was used in ambient conditions to directly image dense and sparse monolayers of bovine fetal

epiphyseal and mature nasal cartilage aggrecan macromolecules adsorbed on mica substrates. Distinct resolution of the non-gly-

cosylated N-terminal region from the glycosaminoglycan (GAG) brush of individual aggrecan monomers was achieved, as well as

nanometer-scale resolution of individual GAG chain conformation and spacing. Fetal aggrecan core protein trace length

(398� 57 nm) and end-to-end length (257� 87 nm) were both larger than that of mature aggrecan (352� 88 and 226� 81 nm, re-

spectively). Similarly, fetal aggrecan GAG chain trace length (41� 7 nm) and end-to-end (32� 8 nm) length were both larger than

that of mature aggrecan GAG (32� 5 and 26� 7 nm, respectively). GAG–GAG spacing along the core protein was significantly

smaller in fetal compared to mature aggrecan (3.2� 0.8 and 4.4� 1.2 nm, respectively). Together, these differences between the two

aggrecan types were likely responsible for the greater persistence length of the fetal aggrecan (110 nm) compared to mature aggrecan

(82 nm) calculated using the worm-like chain model. Measured dimensions and polymer statistical analyses were used in conjunction

with the results of Western analyses, chromatographic, and carbohydrate electrophoresis measurements to better understand the

dependence of aggrecan structure and properties on its constituent GAG chains.

� 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Aggrecan, the major load-bearing proteoglycan in the

extracellular matrix of all cartilaginous tissues, is com-

posed of a �300 kDa core protein substituted with �100

chondroitin sulfate (CS) and, in some species, keratan

sulfate (KS) glycosaminoglycan (GAG) chains (Fig. 1A).

Aggrecan is a member of the hyaluronan (HA)-binding
proteoglycan family (which also includes brevican,

neurocan, and versican) and associates noncovalently
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with HA and the �45 kDa link glycoprotein to form

high molecular weight aggregates (>200MDa). In car-

tilage, these aggregates form a densely packed, hydrated

gel that is enmeshed within a network of reinforcing

collagen fibrils. Electrostatic repulsion forces between

the highly negatively charged GAGs of aggrecan are

known to provide >50% of the equilibrium compressive

modulus of cartilage (Buschmann and Grodzinsky,
1995; Maroudas, 1979). Structural variations are known

to exist as a function of age, disease, and species, in-

cluding differences in GAG chain length, sulfate ester

substitution, and KS and CS substitution (Plaas et al.,

2001; Plaas et al., 1997). It is also known that progres-

sive C-terminal truncation of the core protein by
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Abbreviations

AFM atomic force microscopy

APTES 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane

CS chondroitin sulfate

DMMB dimethyl methylene blue

EM electron microscopy

FACE fluorophore assisted carbohydrate gel

electrophoresis

GAG glycosaminoglycan

HA hyaluronic acid

HRFS high resolution force spectroscopy

IGD interglobular domain

KS keratan sulfate

NMR nuclear magnetic resonance

QELS quasielastic light scattering

SANS small angle neutron scattering

SDS–PAGE sodium dodecyl sulfate–polyacrylamide

gel electrophoresis

TEM transmission electron microscopy

TMAFM tapping mode atomic force microscopy

WLC worm-like chain

XPS X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

XRD X-ray diffraction
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proteolytic enzymes takes place with increasing matu-

ration (Buckwalter et al., 1984; Buckwalter and Rosen-

berg, 1988; Dudhia et al., 1996; Flannery et al., 1992;

Paulsson et al., 1987; Sandy and Verscharen, 2001).

Aggrecan, HA, and CS have been studied in solution

by biophysical techniques such as small angle neutron

scattering (SANS), quasielastic light scattering (QELS),
Fig. 1. (A) Structure of aggrecan: N, amine-terminal; G1, G2, G3, globular dom

KS, keratan sulfate region; CS, chondroitin sulfate brush region;GAG, glycosa

anti-G1peptide (JSCATEG) showsahighmajority (>90%)of full-length core p

truncated core species (*) in themature sample. (C) Superose 6 chromatograms

Kav ¼ 0.60 and 0.64, respectively. (D) FACE gel of the fetal epiphyseal and ma
X-ray diffraction (XRD), nuclear magnetic resonance

(NMR), sedimentation, and viscosity (Cleland, 1977;

Cleland and Wang, 1970; Hascall and Sajdera, 1970;

Mathews and Decker, 1977; Perkins et al., 1981), as well

as biochemical techniques such as electrophoresis and

chromatography. This extensive body of literature is

largely based on polydisperse populations of molecules,
ains; IGD, interglobular domain between G1 andG2; cp, core protein;

minoglycan chains; C, carboxyl-terminal. (B)Western blot analysis with

rotein (arrow)with some evidenceof a very small amount ofC-terminally

show the fetal epiphysealGAGsare longer thanmature nasalGAGswith

ture nasal cartilage aggrecan GAG chains.
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so the fine details of molecular heterogeneity, confor-
mation, and structure at the level of the individual

aggrecan molecule have not yet been obtained. Such

molecular-level information is often crucial for theo-

retical models that are used to predict molecular inter-

actions and macroscopic tissue behavior (Dean et al.,

2003; Seog et al., 2002). Electron microscopy (EM) im-

aging has been used successfully to visualize fixed, dried,

and metal-coated samples of cartilage proteoglycan ag-
gregates as well as individual aggrecan monomers and

reveal the presence of a thick CS-brush region and a

thinner segment attached to HA (Buckwalter and Ro-

senberg, 1982; Morgelin et al., 1988; Rosenberg et al.,

1970). While individual CS-GAG chains were occa-

sionally resolved, they often appeared as collapsed

bundles, making determination of their number, spac-

ing, dimensions, and conformation difficult.
With the advent of high resolution atomic force mi-

croscopy (AFM), chemically and positionally sensitive

force spectroscopy, nanoindentation, and the direct

visualization and probing of numerous biological mac-

romolecules (including DNA, proteins, and polysaccha-

rides) in fluid and ambient conditions, nm-scale

resolution has been achieved. Measurements have been

made of the dimensions and conformation (e.g., persis-
tence length and entanglements), supramolecular asso-

ciation, and nanomechanical properties of individual

macromolecular chains in physiological and near-phys-

iological conditions (Jarchow et al., 2000; Raspanti et al.,

2001; Shao et al., 1996; Sheiko, 2000; Yamamoto et al.,

1997). Researchers have recently begun to use these new

nanotechnological tools in the study of cartilage and its

constituent extracellular matrix (ECM) macromolecules.
Fluid AFM and nanoindentation of articular cartilage

sections, both native and after partial enzymatic diges-

tion of the ECM proteoglycans, allowed for visualization

and nanomechanical probing of the collagen fibril net-

work (Cowman et al., 1998; Hunziker et al., 2002;

Jurvelin et al., 1996). Individual bovine articular carti-

lage aggrecan forms were observed by AFM (Ng et al.,

2002; Ng et al., 2003a), and reconstruction techniques
that take into account the finite size and shape of the

probe tip were employed to infer further structural in-

formation (Todd et al., 2003). Recently, we reported the

distinct resolution of the N-terminal globular domains

from the CS/KS-substituted ‘‘brush’’ region, as well as

visualization of the individual CS-GAG chains of bovine

cartilage aggrecan via AFM (Ng et al., 2003b). Here, we

expand these initial studies and give a detailed quanti-
tative comparison between bovine fetal epiphyseal and

mature nasal cartilage aggrecan using a combination

of biochemical, AFM, and polymer statistical method-

ologies. Our long term goal is to use these sample prep-

aration, imaging, and data analysis techniques in

conjunction with nanomechanical testing to gain insights

into the function of cartilage ECM constituents.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Purification of cartilage aggrecan

Mature nasal cartilage from 18-month-old bovines

was removed, washed in ice-cold 50mM sodium acetate,

pH 7.0, containing a mixture of protease inhibitors, and

stored on ice until further processing. The tissue was cut

into 3� 3mm2 pieces and extracted in 4M guanidium
hydrochloride, 100mM sodium acetate, pH 7.0, with

protease inhibitors for 48 h. Unextracted tissue residues

were separated by centrifugation and the clarified su-

pernatant dialyzed against two changes of 100 volumes

of 0.1M sodium acetate, pH 7.0, with protease inhibi-

tors (Buckwalter and Rosenberg, 1982; Hascall and

Sajdera, 1969). Fetal bovine cartilage was obtained from

the epiphyseal growth plate region, processed, and
stored as described above. Purified aggrecan fractions

(A1A1D1D1) were dialyzed consecutively against 500

volumes of 1M NaCl and deionized water to remove

excess salts. Aggrecan yield was determined by the di-

methyl methylene blue (DMMB) dye-binding assay

(Farndale et al., 1986).

2.2. Biochemical characterization of aggrecan and GAGs

Aggrecan preparations were analyzed for core protein

heterogeneities by SDS–PAGE and Western blot anal-

yses. Briefly, about 200 lg of fetal and 200 lg of mature

aggrecan were digested at 37 �C with 30mU chondro-

itinase ABC, 0.5mU keratanase II, and 0.5mU endob-

etagalactosidase. For Western analysis, 10% of each

sample was lyophilized and then resuspended in a
sample buffer of DTT (dithiothreitol), urea, and Tris–

Gly SDS 2� sample buffer (BioRad Laemmli #161-

0737). The sample was heat inactivated, loaded onto a

4–12% Tris–Gly gel, and the gel was run at 200V for

40min in an ice bath. Transfer to the blotting membrane

was run at 100V for 1 h and the membrane was blocked

with TBS–T (Tris-buffered saline with Tween 20) with

1% dry nonfat milk for 10min. The blots were probed
with affinity-purified antibodies (Sandy and Verscharen,

2001) to either the aggrecan G1 domain (JSCATEG) or

to the G3 domain (JSCTYK).

To determine the hydrodynamic radius of the

CS-GAG chains, aggrecan preparations (200 lg as sul-

fated (S)-GAG) were first digested with 1.5 units/ml of

papain in 0.1M sodium acetate, pH 6.5. Desalting and

separation of the CS from KS chains were done on a
G50 sizing column. CS chains were liberated from the

core protein by b-elimination in 100mM sodium boro-

hydride and 100 lM NaOH (Deutsch et al., 1995). Ex-

cess borohydride was reduced by addition of 50% acetic

acid and samples rinsed with methanol. The dried

samples were suspended in 0.5M ammonium acetate,

pH 7.3, assayed for CS content using DMMB, and



Fig. 3. Characterization of AP-mica. XPS data of the AP-mica surface

show the presence of fluorine and nitrogen. The inset is a higher

magnification of the nitrogen and fluorine peaks, which shows a 3:1

ratio of N:F confirming the presence of amine groups on the mica

surface.
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eluted on Superose 6 FPLC column (Amersham–Phar-
macia Biotech) chromatography. Fractions (0.5ml) were

collected at 0.5ml/min and assayed for S-GAG contents

by DMMB and the average chain lengths of CS (number

average disaccharides per chain) were computed from

the Kav of the peak elution (Deutsch et al., 1995). GAG

compositional analyses were performed by fluorophore

assisted carbohydrate gel electrophoresis (FACE) using

methods described in detail previously (Calabro et al.,
2001; Plaas et al., 2001).

2.3. Sample preparation for AFM

Muscovite mica surfaces (SPI Supplies, West Chester,

PA, #1804 V-5) were treated with 0.01% 3-amino-

propyltriethoxysilane (APTES; Sigma Aldrich, St.

Louis, MO) v/v MilliQ water (18MX � cm resistivity,
Purelab Plus UV/UF, US Filter, Lowell, MA). Sixty

microliters of APTES solution was deposited onto

freshly cleaved mica, incubated for 20–30min at room

temperature in a humidity controlled environment,

rinsed gently with MilliQ water, and air dried. The sil-

anol groups on the muscovite mica [KAl2[AlSi3]O10

(OH)2] were covalently bound to APTES via aminosi-

lane chemistry to leave an amine group exposed on the
mica surface (Fig. 2). The rms roughness of the APTES-

mica was measured to be 9.9�AA by tapping mode AFM

in air. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used

to verify the amine-functionalization of the surface by

comparison of the fluorine-to-nitrogen ratio after the

surface amines were reacted with trifluoroacetic acid

anhydride (Fig. 3). The aggrecan surface monolayer

density was controlled via the solution concentration
and incubation time. Dense monolayers were obtained

by placing �30 ll aliquots of aggrecan solution con-
Fig. 2. AFM sample preparation. Silanol groups on the mica surface

were functionalized with 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) pro-

ducing surface amine groups (pKa ¼ 10:5) which were protonated in

the neutral-buffered solution used for adsorption. This positively

charged AP-mica surface facilitated electrostatic binding with the

negatively charged COO� and SO�
3 groups on the GAG chains to hold

the aggrecan non-covalently on the surface.
taining of 500 lg/ml GAG (measured from DMMB) on

the surface for 30–40min, while sparse monolayers of

well-separated aggrecan monomers were obtain using

�60 ll aliquots of 250 lg/ml GAG incubated for 20–

30min. After incubation, the samples were gently rinsed

in a stream of MilliQ water and air dried. Electrostatic
interaction between the APTES-mica and the aggrecan

GAG chains enabled retention of a population of agg-

recan despite rinsing. Samples were imaged within a day

of preparation.

2.4. AFM imaging

The Nanoscope IIIa Multimode AFM (Digital In-
struments (DI), Santa Barbara, CA) was used to image

all samples via the EV or JV scanners. Tapping mode

(TMAFM) was employed in ambient temperature and

humidity using Olympus AC240TS-2 rectangular Si

cantilevers (k ¼ 2N/m). Scanning electron microscopy

(SEM, JOEL 6320FV) was employed to characterize the

probe tip (Fig. 4) and typical end-radii were found to be
Fig. 4. SEM of tapping mode probe tip for AFM imaging.
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<10 nm. The cantilever was driven just below resonant
frequency,x0, and a slow scan rate of 1–3Hz was used to

minimize sample disturbances giving a scan rate that was

much slower (<25 000�) than the tap rate. The maxi-

mum sample size of 512� 512 pixels was used. The sys-

tem was allowed to pre-equilibrate for at least 30min.

prior to imaging to minimize drift. The drive amplitude

and amplitude set-point were maximized to get the fullest

peak upon tuning. Gains were chosen to maximize either
the height image (gains �0.65) or the amplitude image

(gains �0.1). The rms amplitude (�27 nm) of the canti-

lever oscillation at resonant frequency was determined

by increasing the Z scan start and plotting the amplitude

versus z-position on the force calibration plot in tapping

mode. At these z-amplitudes, attractive forces due to any

water meniscus capillarity are overcome (Tamayo and

Garcia, 1996). The x- and y-scan directions were cali-
brated with a 10� 10 lm2 grid. The z-direction was cal-

ibrated with 5 nm diameter gold particles (Ted Pella Inc.)

on a cleaved mica surface. The scans were tested for

typical AFM imaging artifacts by varying scan direction,

scan size, and rotating the sample.

2.5. Calculation of trace, end-to-end, and effective persis-

tence lengths from AFM images

Using SigmaScan Pro image analysis software (SPSS

Science, Chicago, IL), the core protein andGAG contour

lines in theAFMimageswere digitized into pixels yielding

the spatial coordinates of each position along the polymer

chain. The trace lengths, Lc, and end-to-end lengths, Ree,

were measured directly from these images. For reference,

l represents the mean, n represents the number of data
points, and � symbolizes one standard deviation. An ef-

fective persistence length, Lp, a parameter related to the

local chain stiffness of the core protein as well as the in-

dividual GAGs, was also calculated assuming the validity

of the Kratky–Porod Worm-Like Chain (WLC) model

(Kratky and Porod, 1949)) which describes a polymer

chain that is intermediate between a rigid-rod and a

flexible coil and takes into account both local stiffness as
well as long-range flexibility. The WLC model represents

an isolated polymer chain as an isotropic, homogeneous

elastic rod whose trajectory varies continuously and

smoothly through space. The chain consists of n rotating
unit vectors (statistical segments) of length l joined in

succession, where each vector is oriented at an angle h
with respect to the previous vector (shown Section 3). For

2Dconformations obtained after surface equilibration (as
opposed to ‘‘kinetic trapping’’) (Rivetti et al., 1996), the

probability density P ðhðlÞÞ of the bend angle hðlÞ is the-
oretically expected to be normally distributed with mean

zero and variance, hh2ðlÞi, as shown below:

P ðhðlÞÞ2D ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Lp

2pl

r
exp � LphðlÞ2

2l

 !
; ð1Þ
hh2ðlÞi ¼ l
Lp

� �
: ð2Þ

To verify that the observed values of hðlÞ were con-

sistent with the behavior predicted by the WLC model

and that the 2D images were equilibrated on the surface
(i.e., representative of the 3D conformation), the nor-

mality of h was assessed at different levels of l by ex-

amination of the distribution of h on histograms and by

calculation of kurtosis

kurtosis ¼ hh4ðlÞi
hh2ðlÞi2

� 3: ð3Þ

Kurtosis, defined by Eq. (3), is an indication of the

peakedness of the distribution (i.e., whether the shape of
the distribution is more or less peaked compared to the

normal distribution), and equals zero for a normally

distributed variable. It has previously been interpreted

as an assessment of the observed 2D conformations

(Rivetti et al., 1996; Round et al., 2002).

To obtain h as a function of l from the images, a

series of equal length vectors was iteratively projected

onto the digitized trace of the core protein and GAG
contours from 5l (l � 1:2 nm) to xl (x ¼ 35, xl � 42 nm)

in increments of l. The angle h between consecutive

vectors was calculated over the length of the molecule.

The linear relationship of the variance of h as a function

of l was then used to estimate an effective persistence

length Lp for aggrecan molecules and for GAG chains.

For each image of a molecule, the variance of h was

estimated at multiple values of l. These resulting esti-
mates of variance are thus not independent but corre-

lated with the molecule image from which they were

obtained. A linear mixed-effects analysis (Diggle et al.,

1994) was performed (SPlus, MathSoft; now Insightful,

Seattle, WA). Molecule-to-molecule variation was in-

cluded as a random effect in the model and l was in-

cluded as a fixed effect. In addition, an indicator

variable, z, was used to identify whether the aggrecan
was from mature (z ¼ 1) or fetal (z ¼ 0) cartilage. To

test for differences between Lp from mature and fetal

aggrecan, the statistical significance of the interaction

term between z and l was assessed, since this term rep-

resents the difference in the slopes of the lines relating

the variance of h to l. The full model for the fixed effects

was thus

s2ðhÞ ¼ b0 þ b1 � lþ b2 � zþ b3 � l � z; ð4Þ

where s2 is the sample variance and bi is the estimated

coefficients. Lp was calculated as the inverse of b1, since

this coefficient is equal to 1/Lp for the WLC, as described

above. An equivalent model was used to estimate Lp for

GAG chains and to test for differences between Lp of
fetal and mature GAG.
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3. Results

3.1. Biochemical characterization of aggrecan and GAGs

Western analysis with antibody JSCATEG specific to

the G1 domain (Fig. 1B) suggested that the majority of

aggrecan core protein species (>90%) in these samples

were high molecular weight (�350 kDa) full-length

molecules for both the fetal and mature preparations.
Identification of the single major band in each prepara-

tion as the full-length species was confirmed by showing

immunoreactivity of this band with antibody JSCTYK

which reacts with an epitope at the extreme

C-terminus of the G3 domain (data not shown). While

the predominant aggrecan core species detected (>90%)

was full length, there was evidence of C-terminally

truncated species of very low abundance (Fig. 1B). The
average chain length of GAGs from fetal epiphyseal

aggrecan was calculated from Superose 6 chromato-

grams (Fig. 1C) to be �50 disaccharides (corresponding

to �48 nm), while that from nasal aggrecan was �42

disaccharides (corresponding to �40 nm). FACE gel

analyses of aggrecan GAG chains (Fig. 1D) revealed that

the fetal epiphyseal GAG had a CS:KS ratio three times

higher than that of the mature nasal GAG. The chon-
droitin-4-sulfate disaccharide (C4S) amount was higher

than the chondroitin-6-sulfate (C6S) for the mature

aggrecan, whereas the C4S and C6S contents were es-

sentially equal in the fetal aggrecan (Fig. 1D, Table 1).

3.2. Visualization of dense and sparse aggrecan mono-

layers

Tapping mode AFM images of dense monolayers of

fetal epiphyseal aggrecan showed that individual agg-

recan monomers (Fig. 5A) and their constituent GAG

chains (Fig. 5B) are clearly resolved. The monomers

exhibited varying degrees of extension and did not

appear to be aligned in any preferred direction. Rather,

they conformed to each other to create a dense packing

on the 2D surface suggesting that the core protein
backbone had some degree of flexibility. At higher

magnification (Fig. 5B, boxed regions), interdigitation

between GAG chains of adjacent aggrecan molecules

could sometimes be observed. More structural details
Table 1

Results on GAG chains from size exclusion chromatography (first column), D

S denotes sulfated

# Disacch. lg 0 sulfation

Fetal CS 50 13.1 10.5

KS — 0.33 —

Mature CS 42 12.1 5.5

KS — 0.95 —
of individual aggrecan molecules became apparent on
lower density monolayers (representative images, Fig. 6)

where the thicker GAG brush region can be clearly

distinguished from the thinner N-terminal region. As

observed in dense monolayers, the monomers in sparse

monolayers exhibited varying degrees of extension and,

again, were not aligned in any preferred direction. The

heights of the aggrecan monomers were found to be

approximately equal to the diameter of one GAG
chain (�1 nm, Tanaka, 1978) suggesting that the agg-

recan molecules appeared fully flattened on the surface,

possibly due to surface attractive interactions and/or

compression by the tip during imaging. ‘‘Thinner’’

aggrecan monomers (marked ** in Fig. 6A) were oc-

casionally apparent and were found to have heights of

�2 GAG chains; hence, the GAG chains of such

monomers were likely collapsed or folded over, and
were not necessarily shorter than those of the much

more numerous fully flattened aggrecan. The widths of

the CS-GAG brush region, a reflection of GAG ex-

tension, were found to exhibit a continuous distribu-

tion with 57� 11 nm for the fetal and 47� 12 nm for

the mature. Compared to fetal aggrecan (Fig. 6A), the

size and structure of mature aggrecan (Fig. 6B) ap-

peared more dimensionally heterogeneous, as manifest
in the distributions of the aggrecan and GAG contour

and end-to-end lengths (Table 2).

A side-by-side comparison of higher resolution im-

ages of individual (fully flattened) fetal epiphyseal versus

mature nasal aggrecan (Fig. 7A) revealed the detailed

nanoscale differences between these two populations

with marked clarity. Close examination of the N-ter-

minal region showed no distinct GAG attachment in
this part of the core protein (Fig. 7B). The globular

domains, G1 and G2, could not be easily resolved as

these domains may have collapsed since the 135 amino

acid sequence joining them forms a flexible chain (Her-

ing et al., 1997). The trace length of the core protein

component of the molecules in Fig. 7A were measured,

470 nm (fetal) and 396 nm (mature), and the widths of

the brush-like GAG region were 96 nm (fetal) and 65 nm
(mature). In addition, the GAG chains on the fetal

monomer appeared longer and more extended. It was

more difficult to distinguish individual CS-GAG chains

in the brush region of mature aggrecan (e.g., Fig. 7C).
MMB assay (second column), and FACE (remaining columns). Below,

6 sulfated 4 sulfated % monoS % diS

38.3 51.2 — —

— — 38 62

65.6 28.9 — —

— — 42 58



Fig. 5. Amplitude AFM images of fetal epiphyseal aggrecan monomers in (A) a dense monolayer. (B) Center region of (A) magnified. Boxed regions

indicate interdigitation of GAG chains. The height is read with the darkest color as the baseline.

Fig. 6. Amplitude AFM images of lower density monolayers of (A) fetal epiphyseal and (B) mature nasal aggrecan. N- and C-terminal regions of the

aggrecan are denoted on the images. GAG chains take on an extended (*) form, or occasionally a collapsed (**) form.
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This may be attributed to the higher density of keratan

sulfate relative to chondroitin sulfate chains along the

core protein of mature aggrecan and/or other structural

differences. To measure the distance between GAG

chains in the brush region, cross-sections of the images
were taken near the point of GAG attachment to the
core protein (Fig. 8). The distribution of GAG spacing

for the fetal and mature monomers of Fig. 8A is shown

in the frequency histograms of Fig. 8C and the mean

distance between GAG chains was found to be

3.2� 0.8 nm for the fetal aggrecan and 4.4� 1.2 nm for
the mature aggrecan monomers.



Fig. 7. Higher resolution comparison of AFM height images of an individual isolated: (A) fetal epiphyseal and mature nasal aggrecan monomer; (B)

core protein visible in the N-terminal region on both monomers; (C) GAG chains, clearly visible in the CS-brush region, on both the mature and fetal

monomers appear shorter on the mature nasal versus fetal epiphyseal.
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Fig. 8. (A) Higher resolution comparison of AFM height images of the fetal epiphyseal (left) and the mature nasal (right) aggrecan CS-brush region.

(B) Cross-sectional profiles of the GAG spacing along one side of the core protein, corresponding to the white dotted lines of (A). (C) Histograms of

GAG spacing between chains of fetal epiphyseal (l ¼ 3:2� 0:8 nm; n ¼ 102) and mature nasal (l ¼ 4:4� 1:2 nm; n ¼ 40).
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3.3. Statistical analysis of trace and end-to-end lengths of

core protein and CS-GAG chains

The trace of the core protein of individual aggrecan
monomers from multiple images was digitized into pix-

els yielding the spatial coordinates of each position
along the polymer chain. The trace lengths, Lc, and end-

to-end lengths, Ree, shown in Fig. 9A, were measured

directly from these images and the probability distri-

bution histograms calculated (Fig. 9B and C, Table 2).
Lc was found to be 398� 57 nm for fetal compared to

352� 88 nm for mature, and Ree was 257� 87 nm for



Fig. 9. (A) AFM height image in air of an individual isolated fetal epiphyseal aggrecan monomer (left) and a mature nasal aggrecan monomer (right).

A trace of the aggrecan contour core protein is indicated by Lc and the end-to-end distance measurement is indicated by Ree. (B) The histogram of

aggrecan Lc shows that mature nasal aggrecan (M) (Lc ¼ 352� 88 nm; n ¼ 141) is slightly shorter and has a broader distribution than the fetal

epiphyseal aggrecan (F) (Lc ¼ 398� 57 nm; n ¼ 113). (C) The histogram of Ree for mature nasal aggrecan (Ree ¼ 226� 81 nm) and fetal epiphyseal

aggrecan (Ree ¼ 257� 87) follow the same trend.

Fig. 10. Histograms show that the contour trace length Lc (left) of mature nasal GAG (M) (l ¼ 32� 5 nm; n ¼ 49) was shorter than Lc of fetal

epiphyseal GAG (F) (l ¼ 41� 7 nm; n ¼ 102). The Ree (right) of mature nasal GAG (l ¼ 26� 7 nm) was shorter than that of fetal epiphyseal GAG

(l ¼ 32� 8 nm).

Table 2

Summary of measured dimensions from AFM images of aggrecan

Lc;total (nm) Ree (nm) GAG spacing (nm) Lc;barecoreprotein (nm) Lc;CS�brush (nm)

Mature nasal aggrecan 352� 88 (n ¼ 141) 226� 81 (n ¼ 141) — 81� 17 (n ¼ 29) 268� 73 (n ¼ 29)

Fetal epiphyseal aggrecan 398� 57 (n ¼ 113) 257� 87 (n ¼ 113) — 93� 14 (n ¼ 29) 327� 43 (n ¼ 29)

Mature nasal GAG 32� 5 (n ¼ 49) 26� 7 (n ¼ 49) 4.4� 1.2 (n ¼ 40) — —

Fetal epiphyseal GAG 41� 7 (n ¼ 102) 32� 8 (n ¼ 102) 3.2� 0.8 (n ¼ 102) — —
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Fig. 11. (A) Trace for a single fetal epiphyseal aggrecan monomer (see Fig. 9A) from an AFM image. Vectors of length, l, were projected onto the

trace. An angle was calculated from consecutive vectors and used in the calculation of persistence length. (B) hh2i versus vector length l (nm)

comparing mature nasal (M) (n ¼ 15) and fetal epiphyseal (F) (n ¼ 15) aggrecan monomers measured from AFM images. Lp, mature¼ 82 nm; Lp,
fetal¼ 110 nm (see 95% confidence intervals in Table 3). (C) Kurtosis of h versus l (nm) was plotted for the same population of monomers examined

in (B) to determine if the Gaussian distribution of angles was maintained from the 3D to the 2D state.

Table 3

Persistence length calculated from AFM images of individual aggrecan

monomers using the mixed effects statistical model

Mature

nasal

aggrecan

Fetal

epiphyseal

aggrecan

Mature

nasal

GAG

Fetal

epiphyseal

GAG

Lp (nm), mean 82 110 14 21

95% Confidence

interval (nm)

73–94 102–120 10–21 17–25
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fetal compared to 226� 81 nm for mature aggrecan. The

average extension of the core protein, defined as

(Ree=Lc), was 65 and 64% for fetal and mature, respec-

tively. More than 75% of the extension distribution was

clustered between 50 and 95% for nasal and 50 and 90%

for epiphyseal (data not shown).

Lc and Ree for the GAG chains (Fig. 10) were found to
be 32� 5 and 26� 7 nm for themature nasal versus 41� 7

and 32� 8 nm for the fetal epiphyseal, yielding an average

GAG chain extension of 80 and 78% formature nasal and

fetal epiphyseal, respectively. More than 75% of the ex-

tension distributionwas clustered between 70 and 95% for

both mature nasal and fetal epiphyseal GAGs, respec-

tively (data not shown). For the molecules in which the

CS-brush region was well defined and distinguishable
from theN-terminal bare core protein region, the contour

length of each of these regions was measured separately.

Lc of the bare N-terminal region was found to be 93� 14

and 81� 17 nm for fetal and mature aggrecan, respec-

tively. A greater difference in Lc was found for the CS-

brush region, 327� 43 and 268� 73 nm, for the fetal and

mature, respectively (Table 2).

3.4. Persistence length measurements of core protein and

GAG chain

In the calculation of the aggrecan core protein per-

sistence length, the values for the vector segment lengths
l were limited on the lower bound by pixelation of the

trace and limited on the upper bound at l < Lc
(Fig. 11A). Statistical analysis of the linear relationship

between hh2i and l resulted in an effective mean core

protein Lp of 110 nm for whole fetal epiphyseal aggrecan

and 82 nm for whole mature nasal aggrecan (Fig. 11B,

Table 3). This difference was found to be statistically

significant (see 95% confidence intervals in Table 3). The
mean effective Lp values for fetal epiphyseal and mature

nasal GAG were 21 and 14 nm, respectively, but were

not significantly different. The degree to which the ob-

served 2D angles reflected the behavior predicted by the

WLC model was assessed by calculation of the kurtosis

of h versus l (Fig. 11C). At larger values of l, the kur-

tosis was nearly zero for both aggrecan and GAG

chains, as predicted for a normally distributed variable.
A distribution plot of h showed deviation from the

Gaussian distribution at h ¼ p=4 and p/2 for the lower

values of l, suggesting that this deviation is probably

due in part to the effects of pixelation.
4. Discussion

In this study, we first presented methodologies for the

direct high resolution visualization of individual aggre-

can monomers using the technique of tapping mode

AFM. We then quantitatively assessed the contour, end-

to-end, and persistence lengths of fetal epiphyseal agg-

recan monomers and contrasted these parameters with

those of mature nasal monomers.

4.1. General methodology for high resolution AFM

imaging of aggrecan

High purity aggrecan (A1A1D1D1) was used to

minimize nonspecific adsorption of other biomolecules

onto the APTES-mica surface which could obscure

the resolution of the target macromolecule (aggrecan)
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during imaging. Minimal sample preparation was em-
ployed (no fixation, coating, or other chemical treat-

ments). The negatively charged GAGs facilitated

electrostatic binding of aggrecan to the APTES-mica

amine groups (pKa � 10:5). Since a thin layer of water

(�2–10�AA thick) exists on the mica surface (Sheiko and

Moller, 2001) even in ambient conditions, electrostatic-

binding interactions are maintained and minimize lat-

eral displacements of the aggrecan during imaging. This
adsorbed water layer partially binds to and hydrates the

hydrophilic aggrecan and its GAGs, helping to preserve

near physiological conditions. Tapping mode in air was

found to produce the highest resolution using relatively

soft cantilevers and low set points to minimize sample

deformation, damage, and displacement due to the

forces exerted by the probe tip during imaging. Even

though the probe tip end-radii were up to 10 nm or
greater, resolutions down to or below 1 nm were

achieved presumably due to an individual asperity or

smaller region of the probe tip forming the actual con-

tact during imaging (Shao et al., 1996). In many cases,

however, ‘‘tip broadening’’ artifacts are frequently

reported in the literature (Todd et al., 2003), where

the biomolecular dimensions at high resolutions are

overestimated due to the finite size and shape of the
probe tip.

4.2. Comparison of aggrecan core protein dimensions and

conformation assessed by AFM, EM, and biochemical

methods

One major result of these AFM studies was the fact

that the mature nasal aggrecan showed a slightly
broader distribution of Lc shifted to lower values com-

pared to the fetal epiphyseal aggrecan. Previous EM

studies (Buckwalter and Rosenberg, 1982, 1983, 1988;

Rosenberg et al., 1970) on bovine mature nasal and fetal

epiphyseal aggrecan and their self-assembled aggregates

(aggrecan non-covalently bound to HA) have reported

dimensions such as trace length Lc of core protein, GAG

chains, and HA, as well as the number of attached
aggrecan to HA. While the differences in EM versus

AFM sample preparation techniques make it difficult to

compare absolute values of Lc obtained by these two

techniques, the same trend of relative reduction in Lc of
the core protein with age was observed by EM, though

higher values of Lc were found by AFM (by as as much

as 10–40%). The Lc of the G1–IGD–G2 core protein

regions measured by AFM was slightly shorter than EM
measurements.

Western analysis (Fig. 1B) suggested that the large

majority of the high buoyant density preparations from

both fetal and mature cartilages used in this study were

full-length aggrecan, and since C-terminal truncation of

the core protein by proteases appears to occur in distinct

regions to generate discrete products of defined size
ranges (Sandy and Verscharen, 2001), it is unlikely that
there is an abundance of such high molecular weight

truncated species present in these samples. If the distri-

bution of surface adsorbed aggrecan measured by AFM

is similar to the distribution of aggrecan in the starting

solution (i.e., containing predominantly full-length core

protein), then the distribution of core protein trace

lengths measured by AFM (Fig. 9B) can be interpreted

as that associated with full-length core protein extended
to various degrees. Conformational and secondary

structure variations of the core protein in the CS-brush

region will most likely be affected by repulsive intra- and

intermolecular GAG–GAG electrostatic double layer

interactions, the range of which is determined by the

GAG length, spacing, and heterogeneity. The observed

reduction in the trace length for the mature sample

compared to the fetal could arise from a number of
different sources including: (1) entropic collapse to a

more random coil-like configuration, (2) formation of

additional intramolecular noncovalent bonds (e.g.,

‘‘protein folding’’), or (3) enthalpic changes due to a

reduction in the individual amino acid bond angles. This

interpretation is consistent with EM studies (Morgelin et

al., 1989) which reported aggrecan core protein trace

lengths that were significantly shorter in the deglycosy-
lated form (263� 27 nm) compared to the glycosylated

form (405� 37 nm).

It should be noted that the distribution of surface

adsorbed aggrecan does not necessarily have to be

equivalent to the distribution of aggrecan in the starting

solution and, hence, there does exist the possibility that

the shorter length monomers observed by AFM could in

part be C-terminally truncated aggrecan monomers
(Sandy and Verscharen, 2001) that preferentially ad-

sorbed to the surface. However, in the absence of

transport limitations, preferential adsorption of smaller

molecules is unlikely since larger molecules have a

greater number of attractive contacts holding them

down as well as a greater attractive interaction force on

approach to the surface.

Even though statistically significant differences in the
trace contour lengths and end-to-end lengths were ob-

served for the two aggrecan populations, it is interesting

to note that the average larger length scale extension

ratios (Ree=Lc) (Fig. 9) were essentially the same. If the

molecules have conformations that have equilibrated in

2D on the surface, the fact that Ree=Lc (Fig. 9) for both
the mature and fetal aggrecan populations were found to

be essentially the same suggests that the molecular origin
of these parameters, presumably GAG–GAG electro-

static double repulsion, is the same. Ree clearly represents

straightening or bending of the whole aggrecan molecule

as directly visualized by the AFM images and we have

suggested that the trace length, Lc, reflects the extension
or compression along the main core protein backbone.

Both of these parameters reflect an equilibrium balance
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between repulsive (e.g., electrostatic double layer forces
imparted by CS-GAGs and determined by CS-GAG

length, spacing, etc.) and attractive (e.g. entropic, non-

covalent bonding) intra- and intermolecular interactions.

4.3. Comparison of CS-GAG dimensions and conforma-

tion assessed by AFM and biochemical methods

Another major result of this AFM study was the fact
that for the first time, unmodified, individual GAG

chains attached to the aggrecan core protein were clearly

visualized. Physical evidence of two different densities of

the CS-GAG brush regions was observed for the fetal

epiphyseal and mature nasal aggrecan (Fig. 8). GAG

spacing along the mature aggrecan of Fig. 8 was 72%

greater than that of the fetal epiphyseal monomer. The

measured spacing of 3.2 and 4.4 nm for fetal epiphyseal
and mature nasal, respectively, correlates well with the

predicted attachment of GAGs at the Ser–Gly residues

based on the amino acid sequence of the core protein

(Hering et al., 1997). The difference may be attributed to

the number increase in shorter KS chains in the CS-

GAG brush region in the mature aggrecan compared to

the fetal aggrecan as demonstrated by the FACE com-

positional analyses (Fig. 1). KS content has been shown
to increase with age (Bayliss and Ali, 1978). The dis-

tinguishing of individual CS chains (�25 kDa) from the

shorter KS chains (�5–15 kDa) in this region was not

possible due to similarity in size and location of the

chains. However, the substitution of KS for CS may

help to explain the decreased GAG spacing as measured

from AFM images. Analysis of GAG composition and

sulfation was done to differentiate the aggrecan popu-
lations, and to obtain biochemical structural informa-

tion that could not be obtained through AFM.

The trace length measurements of the CS-GAG

chains showed that Lc of fetal aggrecan was longer than

that of mature aggrecan, and those values compared

well with the hydrodynamic radius determined via

chromatography. The resolution of the Superose 6 col-

umn is� 0.4 Kav (�5 disaccharides �6 nm), and the
resolution of the AFM at this level is less than a few nm.

The difference between chromatography and AFM

measurements may reflect inherent differences in the

parameters being measured by those two techniques, as

well as the slightly collapsed state of the GAG chains

when moved from a fluid to an ambient 2D environ-

ment. Small sub-nm bend angles at the disaccharide le-

vel cannot be resolved in the AFM images. However, Lc
as well as the extension and conformation of the GAG

chains could be extracted from the AFM images. The

average extension of the CS-GAG chains was �78% for

both fetal and mature populations (as compared to

�65% for the core protein), indicating that typically,

monomers and GAG chains preferred an extended

arrangement.
4.4. Aggrecan and GAG persistence length

Persistence length calculations from AFM images

have been performed on linear biological polysaccha-

rides such as mucins (Round et al., 2002), succinoglycan

(Balnois et al., 2000), and xanthan (Camesano and

Wilkinson, 2001). Complications arise in comparing the

use of a WLC model for a simple polymer chain to that

of the complex structure of aggrecan. Due to the close
proximity of the charged GAG chains in a physiologic

fluid environment, the GAGs as well as the core protein

will take on a brush-like conformation. Charge repul-

sion and excluded volume play a role in creating this

shape. However, a slight collapse of the structure may

have occurred when moving from a fluid environment to

an ambient environment. As described previously

(Rivetti et al., 1996), the number of macromolecular
conformations may be dramatically reduced by the

constraining transition from three to two dimensions

after physisorption from solution onto a surface. For

weak intermolecular-surface interactions the macro-

molecules can rearrange and equilibrate on the surface

as they would in a 2D solution, while for stronger in-

teractions, the molecules are quickly fixed to the surface

in a conformation that is close to a 2D mathematical
projection of the 3D solution conformation onto the

surface. For the first case (weak binding), the lowest

energy conformation of the macromolecules existing in a

2D space are achieved and thus, meaningful structural

information can be extracted from the 2D images

(Rivetti et al., 1996). For the second case (strong bind-

ing), ‘‘kinetic trapping’’ of the molecules on the surface

takes place and conformations are determined by the
details of the approach to the surface (e.g.. diffusion

processes) and the nature of the intermolecular surface

forces (e.g., adsorption and solvent evaporation). In

addition, the 2D conformation can be modified and

biased by the lateral force exerted by the probe tip

during imaging, which for tapping mode in air with

capillary forces can be up to 9 nN for a tip radius of

10 nm (Shao et al., 1996).
The non-zero kurtosis for lower values of l suggest

that the assumptions inherent to the WLC approach

may not apply as well in this range of l for complex

glycosylated molecules like aggrecan, whose contour

trace length is not an order of magnitude longer than Lp.
Nevertheless, the distributions of h for aggrecan and

GAGs were reasonably consistent with the distribution

of h predicted by the WLC model for larger l (Fig. 11C).
We therefore used the WLC model to calculate an ef-

fective persistence length Lp and found that the fetal

aggrecan was significantly stiffer (Lp ¼ 110 nm) than the

mature aggrecan (Lp ¼ 82 nm). The shorter persistence

length of the mature aggrecan is consistent with several

other nanostructural measurements obtained from these

images, since the increased CS-GAG spacing and
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shorter chain lengths of the mature aggrecan would be
expected to result in reduced stiffness, which is reflected

in both the shorter persistence length and the shorter

end-to-end length. CS-GAGs may individually satisfy

the assumptions of the WLC model; however, the in-

fluence of inter- and intramolecular repulsion of chains

through polyelectrolyte effects due to intramolecular

electrostatic double layer repulsion, as well as excluded

volume, which is amplified by close proximity of the
chains is manifested in an increased effective Lp to an

extended rigid-rod type conformation. Although we

observed a higher mean stiffness for the fetal GAG, the

difference in effective Lp was not statistically significant.

It is important to note that conformation into a 2D state

brings the CS-GAG chains closer in proximity to each

other compared to a 3D state in which the CS chains are

allowed to extend without constriction in a certain di-
rection. This and excluded volume may lead to a slightly

increased calculated Lp for both whole aggrecan as well

as single CS chains. Further study is needed to verify

that assumptions in the WLC model are valid for these

molecules under the conditions of our experiments.

4.5. Comments on the relation of AFM experiments to

native physiological conditions

From the appearance of the aggrecan monolayer in

Fig. 5, we can estimate a corresponding 3D aggrecan

density and compare with the known concentration of

aggrecan in native cartilage (20–80mg/ml). When

modeled as 2D and flat, the thickness of aggrecan would

be on the order of 1–10 nm based on GAG dimensions;

thus, a compacted monolayer thickness of 1–10 nm
would give an aggrecan concentration of 15–150mg/ml,

which brackets the physiological range. This calculation

suggests that the GAG density pictured in Fig. 5 is likely

to be on the order of that found in fully hydrated (3D)

native cartilage. Alternatively, if we fix the positions of

the core protein in Fig. 5 and assume that the fully hy-

drated thickness of each aggrecan would be approxi-

mately twice the length of the CS-GAG chain (i.e.,
�100 nm), the aggrecan density pictured in Fig. 5 would

correspond to �1.5mg/ml, about 40� less than physi-

ological concentration. This suggests that the aggrecan

core density pictured in Fig. 5 is likely to be far less than

that in tissue when extrapolated to 3D. Even on this

experimentally generated dense surface, flexibility and

interdigitation are seen between the aggrecan molecules

and in the CS-GAG region. It is expected that by scaling
up the density 40� greater than this compact space will

certainly lead to a significant amount of interdigitation

and repulsive interaction between the aggrecan GAG

chains. Moreover, with this high density of aggrecan at

the tissue level, these nm-sized differences in aggrecan

structure multiply quickly and can be translated into

major differences in the compressive moduli of cartilage.
4.6. Conclusions

The fetal aggrecan was obtained from epiphyseal

cartilage, which comes from the load-bearing region of

an articulating joint. The mature aggrecan was ob-

tained from nasal cartilage, which provides a static

shape but is not subjected to repeated mechanical

loading. While the basic structure of aggrecan from

these two cartilaginous tissues is similar, there are clear
differences which may be associated with tissue me-

chanical function. In confined compression, the equi-

librium modulus of human articular cartilage was

�600 kPa (Treppo et al., 2000) and that of human nasal

cartilage was 233 kPa (Rotter et al., 2000). These data

correlate nicely with the findings reported here that

aggrecan from the load-bearing epiphyseal cartilage has

a denser CS-GAG brush region, longer CS chains, and
a greater calculated stiffness which might be expected

when compared to the non-load-bearing nasal cartilage.

Visualization of dense monolayers of these two aggre-

can types gives important clues as to how neighboring

aggrecan molecules may deform to accommodate each

other under the highly compressed situations found in

native cartilage.

Measurements on individual aggrecan molecules and
constituent GAG chains were correlated to bulk mea-

surements determined from standard biochemical tech-

niques. In addition, the ability to measure single

molecules in their near native state provides additional

information on structure and conformation. Distinct

differences between two aggrecan populations (e.g.,

mature nasal versus fetal epiphyseal) have been clearly

observed and hence, it is clear that AFM studies of
molecular constituents as a function of age, disease, and

injury have great promise to yield new insights into for

example, proteolytic degradation, and the molecular

origins of cartilage dysfunction. Given the biochemical

data confirming the presence of full-length aggrecan for

both fetal and mature in conjunction with the measured

dimensions of an overall shorter and a broader distri-

bution of contour length of mature aggrecan core pro-
tein, it can be speculated that the increase in spacing

between GAGs and decrease in GAG length results in a

diminished repulsion between GAG chains, allowing the

amino acid sequence of the protein core backbone to

take on a lower energy state (i.e., from a strained linear

shape to a relaxed coiled shape), thereby resulting in a

shorter overall contour length. Decreased persistence

length (i.e., stiffness) of the mature aggrecan may be a
direct result of the reduced electrostatic repulsion in the

CS-brush region.

AFM also has the potential to directly study the

interaction between aggrecan and hyaluronan and the

self-assembly process of the proteoglycan aggregate.

Surfaces like this will allow for the measurement of

intermolecular forces between a biomimetic surface such
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as a CS-coated tip or an aggrecan-coated tip versus an
aggrecan-coated surface. Such nanoscale information is

critical to the understanding and prediction of cartilage

intermolecular forces (e.g., electrostatic double layer,

steric, etc.) and unique nanoscale deformation mecha-

nisms (e.g. interdigitation versus compression) respon-

sible for macroscopic biomechanical function (Dean

et al., 2003).
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